FRITS HENNINGSEN

SIGNATURE CHAIR FH429

SIGNATURE CHAIR

COMFORT and
ELEGANCE

every piece comes
with a story
When you choose a Carl Hansen & Søn product, you get more than just a
piece of furniture. You become part of a proud tradition of distinctive and
beautiful craftsmanship, where nothing has been left to chance. Where all
furniture is manufactured with great love for design and the history of the
crafting process. Where each piece passes through numerous expert hands
before taking pride of place in your chosen space, recounting a story of
masterful design in quality wood from sustainable Scandinavian forests.
We hope you will continue to tell the story.

That is why we make
furniture.

SIGNATURE CHAIR FH429

FRITS HENNINGSEN’S
FINAL DESIGN

As the last piece of furniture Frits Henningsen
designed and produced, the Signature Chair
crowned his life’s work and consummated his
legacy as one of Denmark’s greatest
furniture designers.
Through its elegant simplicity, the
Signature Chair tells the story of a cabinetmaker who sought to achieve perfection in his
designs, from the choice of materials to the
execution. An undisputed classic, this final exploration of simple, functional forms cements
Frits Henningsen’s key place in the history of
Danish furniture design.
A cabinetmaker who held his profession to
very high standards, Frits Henningsen always
produced his own designs. He often began the
process by creating a small model. The
Signature Chair, for example, was designed
with the aid of plasticine, with toothpicks
standing in for legs. The frame was then
manufactured in his Copenhagen workshop,
undergoing months of testing and adjustments
before Frits Henningsen was content with the
result. The Signature Chair was finally
complete in 1954, and fewer than 20 pieces
were produced.

Over the course of his career,
Frits Henningsen’s designs evolved towards
increasing simplicity, with the Signature Chair
becoming his purest, most pared-down design.
While many of Frits Henningsen’s younger
contemporaries made increasing use of
straight lines in their work, he emphasized the
importance of achieving comfort and elegance
through the use of graceful, curved lines.
This focus is very apparent in the
Signature Chair. Its soft, inviting shapes and
floating armrests result in a simple, organic
form that calls for quiet contemplation as it
lends a feeling of great comfort and security.

FRITS HENNINGSEN

an unCOMpROMisinG
dEsiGnER

Frits Henningsen was renowned as an
exceptional designer, and unlike other cabinetmakers always designed his own furniture
pieces. He considered craftsmanship quality
to be of the utmost importance, and made this
his focus when developing new furniture. in
the design world, he was recognized for this
uncompromising quality and perfectionist style
– as well as for his remarkable,
exuberant personality.

in his designs, Frits Henningsen was able to
capture traditional expressions from other stylistic
periods and reinterpret them with a modern
and organic flavor. Frits Henningsen found
inspiration in earlier furniture styles, including
the French Empire, Rococo and 17th century
British styles – much like another great
furniture designer of the day, kaare klint. klint
and Henningsen’s relationship was a constant
source of renewal and reinterpretation of
furniture craftsmanship for both men.
Frits Henningsen sought to design popular
collector’s items that would appeal to multiple
generations. Over the course of his career, his
design style developed from historically inspired
to a simpler and more functional aesthetic that
remains timeless and contemporary to
this day.

fh429 signature chair
frits henningsen 1954

The FH429 Signature Chair is available with a solid oak or
walnut frame in various finishes and with leather or
fabric upholstery.
frits henningsen 1954
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frame Solid oak or walnut
Upholstery Leather or fabric
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oak
walnut
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